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GORDON’S BROWN BOTTOM,
20 YEARS ON
BY ADRIAN ASH, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, BULLIONVAULT

July 2019 marks 20 years since the
UK began its infamous gold auctions,
more than halving the nation’s gold
reserves inside three years. The decision
and its timing – announced two months
in advance – knocked prices 10% lower
before the first sale began, on 6 July.
Why would a seller want to do that?
And if the Bank of England was selling,
on orders from No.11 Downing Street,
who on earth wouldn’t?
BACKGROUND
“Conspiracy theories are widely circulating in
the City,” said Conservative MP Peter Tapsell
to Parliament in June 1999, berating the New
Labour government for planning to sell threefifths of the UK’s 715-tonne holdings. Internet
chatrooms also lit up with rumours that “famous
foreign finance houses” were heavily short,
bribing their old Oxford college friends (now at
the Treasury) to kill any price rise. Analysts, in
these very pages, said Chancellor Gordon Brown
was in fact rushing to sell before he took Britain
into the new euro currency without asking voters.

MORE
THAN

to reserve managers across the Channel. Yet, if there had been
a conspiracy to kill gold, each of these groups would have been
implicated.
Borrowing gold in London, lent by European central banks seeking a
yield, helped “scapegoated funds and lamented mines to stave off
closure” throughout the 1990s, as Andy Smith (then at UBS) noted.
Hedged by borrowing and selling well over one year’s full output, global
mine production set a run of new records even as prices kept falling.
But central banks as a group had lent out half as much again, giving
speculators perhaps 1,500 tonnes to play with. Indeed, more than a
fifth of the UK Treasury’s own gold was out on loan in 1999, according
to BoE data, potentially helping short sellers front-run July’s sale after
the UK Government’s announcement on Friday, 7 May. As for the
financial press, Brown’s move just confirmed their disdain for bullion.
“The death of gold” had in fact been splashed across the Financial
Times 18 months earlier, back when the BoE’s then
Governor Eddie George mused how – what with Belgium,
Canada and the Netherlands selling 1,590 tonnes
between them since 1990, and Argentina plus Australia
selling 290 tonnes in 1997 alone – the new European
Central Bank might not bother keeping any bullion from
the 11 founders of the forthcoming single euro currency.
The ECB eventually decided to keep 15% of its members’
subscriptions in gold, but that left half their aggregate
hoard of 12,500 tonnes unneeded.

OF THE UK
TREASURY’S
OWN GOLD WAS
OUT ON LOAN

HEDGING AND SHORT-SELLING
The Bank of England’s then Head of Foreign
Exchange, Clifford Smout, denied any conspiracy “with persons known
or unknown!”, in an article here in The Alchemist, but the sales still
looked “catastrophic” to tabloid front pages, “bloody unhelpful” to
gold-mining bosses, “appalling” to most London dealers and horrific

Image: Brown and Blair taken at
the Labour Party Conference 1999

RUSH FOR THE EXITS

April 1999 then saw prices sink to near two-decade
lows when Switzerland, the fifth-largest holder of gold,
narrowly passed a referendum revoking the franc’s role
as the last gold-backed currency, green-lighting the sale
of 1,300 tonnes. The next week, the International
Monetary Fund joined the queue, “practically unanimous” in backing
calls (led by Gordon Brown) to cut the world’s third-largest holdings and
write off Third World debt for the Millennium.

1. Note manufactured products such as jewellery come under a different chapter heading (7113, for example).
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Ten days later, the UK Treasury stunned
the market with its plan to “better balance”
Britain’s foreign exchange portfolio, selling
55% of its gold to buy more dollars, euros
and yen for its Exchange
KEN CLARKE
Equalisation Account.

FIGURE 1: OFFICIAL GOLD HOLDINGS VS. REAL PRICE
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Gold had a future mainly as
jewellery... in parts of the world
with primitive or unstable monetary
and financial systems
Renewed three times, a fifth Central Bank Gold
Agreement shouldn’t waste much time this
September when the current deal expires, because
any sales cap became redundant when Western
selling ended amid the global financial crisis in 2009
(Figure 1). So too did any pretence of wanting to defend Western
currency values or needing reserve assets to do so, replaced by
bail-outs, QE money creation and near-zero to negative interest rates.
Together, this has revived a strongly symbolic role for gold among the
public (shown by grass-roots campaigns to “Bring home our gold!”).
It has also seen a surge in emerging market nations buying gold
to hedge those Western reserve currencies under attack from
their own issuers.

A MISSED OPPORTUNITY
Led by Russia, China and Turkey, 30 different countries have added
to their gold reserves over the last decade, of which only two are
what we now call ‘Western’ nations (Poland and Hungary recently
doubled and raised gold ten-fold repectively, but only to 10% and 4%
of foreign reserves; their European Union partners average is 26%)
and only one is classed as an advanced economy (South Korea).
More crucially for our market, however, the “elusive investor” who
GFMS’s Timothy Green noted was missing throughout the 1990s
has returned in force.

HM Treasury building, 1 Horse Guards
Road, Westminster, London.
In foreground a taxi for
Mr Brown’s credibility.

Coins, bars and exchange-traded trust funds backed by bullion have
accounted for nearly one-third of global demand so far this decade,
up from an average 19% in 2000-2009 and barely 10% in the late
1990s.
Longer term, this means that while central banking’s switch to net buying
has slowed the reprivatisation of gold now running since the collapse of
the post-WWII Bretton Woods system, it has not yet reversed it. Official
sector holdings in 1968 accounted for some 40% of all the gold ever
mined in history. By 1999, that figure had fallen below 25% and it is now
flattening (but still falling) at around 17% (see figure 2).
“If properly marketed, these [auctions] could act as a shop window
for gold,” wrote the BoE’s Smout here in The Alchemist after the
UK’s 1999 announcement. Peter Fava, then chair of LBMA, also
thought selling Treasury gold direct to the public would “be a great
opportunity”, and perhaps it could have soothed tabloid anger,
because “the money raised by privatisation, while useful, has always
been a second-order question”, as Brown’s predecessor Nigel Lawson
said of the 1980s’ hugely under-priced sales of state assets such
as British Gas, British Telecom and council housing under Margaret
Thatcher. But New Labour couldn’t possibly promote the barbarous
relic as a wise investment, not when Brown’s economic management
meant Things Can Only Get Better as the party kept promising by
taking D:Ream’s chart-topper for its conference anthem.
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GOLD AND HISTORY RETURN
Alongside central banking and PR spin-doctoring, geopolitics also
seemed to be nearing perfection as the 20th century drew to a close,
or so Western policymakers thought after skim-reading the back of US
State Department Director Francis Fukuyama’s best-selling The End of
History. The book was more nuanced than the jacket blurb, but Soviet
Communism’s collapse, plus China’s move towards a market-based
economy (albeit run by a military dictatorship), appeared to confirm that
the world had “no alternative” to Anglo-American capitalism, resulting
in the “end state of the historical process ... a moment in which a final,
rational form of society and state became victorious”.

Adrian Ash was previously managing editor
of tech-stock tipsheets and the pro-gold Fleet
Street Letter in the early 2000s. He now is
Director of Research at BullionVault, the
physical gold market for private investors
online first developed because, with Gordon
Brown dumping gold, it must deser ve proper
investigation.

For investors at least, “Gold remains the cleanest insurance against
such overconfidence”, as SocGen analyst Dylan Grice noted 10 years
after the Brown Bottom. Skip forward another 10 years, and US stock
markets are again testing new all-time highs as investors pour cash into
Put into more practical terms for reserve managers, “The traditional
unproven ideas (83% of new US listings were loss-making companies
reasons for holding gold have included the war chest argument”,
in 2018, beating even the tech bubble’s 2000 peak). As for politics,
as the UK Treasury said in its 7 May 1999 press release. But who
“the liberal idea is obsolete”, declared President Putin of Russia, gold’s
needed a war chest when our side kept winning? That very night, the
heaviest nation-state buyer since the Brown Bottom, at
US Air Force bombed the Chinese
THE CBGA’S SALES CAP
June’s G20 meeting in Osaka, Japan. With gold’s no.2 buyer,
Embassy in Belgrade, killing three
BECAME REDUNDANT WHEN China, also boldly challenging Western hegemony around
people, thanks to a failure of CIA
WESTERN SELLING ENDED
the globe, the turmoil of the past 20 years suggests it’s not
intelligence in NATO’s “humanitarian
AMID THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL worth trying to forecast how gold’s role will adapt to the next
intervention” against Serbia over
20 years of financial and political change.
its policy in Kosovo.
CRISIS. SO TOO DID ANY

PRETENCE OF WANTING
TO DEFEND WESTERN
CURRENCY VALUES.

But if gold does continue to grow its value and use among
reserve assets, the Treasury’s decision of 1999 will mean
the UK starts the future very much in the second rank.

For investors at least, Gold remains

THE CLEANEST INSURANCE
against such overconfidence
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